Voice over Internet Protocol, commonly known as VoIP, is the routing of voice conversations over the Internet Protocol (IP)-based network. As the technology is in need to extend the IP telephony deployments, securing the VoIP infrastructure will become increasingly important. This thesis outlines the VOIP technology, the current VoIP security threats and a brief look is taken at present methods of how to secure the emerging technology where Voice over the Internet Protocol is vulnerable to a number of attacks.Security is an essential consideration for VoIP providers since each component in the VoIP infrastructure can be used as a target, and VoIP has specific security challenges as well.Firstly this thesis discusses the VOIP as the new promising technology over the old deployed PSTN. Secondly, addresses the security issues and concerns of this new technology. Finally, will discuss my proposal of securing the voice over IP using the blowfish encryption technique at a layer between the SAPI. "Speech application programming interface" and the TAPI. "Telephony application programming interface"on the hardware level compared to other VOIP security proposals.
Introduction:
VoIP is one of the hottest trends in telecommunications.Before VoIP, telecommunications occurred over a public switched telephone network (PSTN) , that is, voice data traversed circuit switched connections. The cost savings of Internet telephony systems by converging voice with other data applications, both in dollars and bandwidth, compared to that of circuit switched networks, is encouraging companies to move to VoIP. But many companies are unaware of the additional security baggage that voice brings along with it.Once voice is converged with data on the network, a company's voice systems are suddenly vulnerable to many of the same kinds of attacks that occur on the data side. Phones can suddenly become destinations for spam. Hackers can Target phone systems with denial of service attacks, or program a company's phones to call other businesses, shutting down the second company's phone systems. People can spoof a phone's IP address and make calls that are billed back to the company. And as with a traditional phone system, calls can be intercepted and listened to.VoIP security is complicated by the requirement of multiple components, in most cases, more components than traditional circuit switched networks, and the fact that it is normally deployed on the current data network. Often, normal deployment requires coexistence of the circuit switched network until VoIP functions have replaced those of the circuit switched network. The security approach taken should address circuit switched network and VoIP for as long as both exist. VoIP's next big step is toward wireless. Phones that can roam between Wi-Fi and cellular systems are on the way and will place further roaming and security challenges on VoIP systems.
Voice over IP:
Voice over Internet Protocol is the routing of voice conversations over the Internet (Voice on the net, VON) or any other IP-based network (Voice over IP, VoIP). The voice data flows over a general-purpose packet-switched network, instead of traditional dedicated, circuit-switched voice transmission lines. VoIP traffic might be deployed on any IP network, including ones lacking a connection to the rest of the Internet, for instance on a private buildingwide LAN. Protocols used to carry voice signals over the IP network are commonly referred to as VoIP protocols. There are currently three protocols widely used in VoIP implementations the H.323 family of protocols, the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and the Media Gateway Controller Protocol (MGCP). A basic difference between these three protocols is where intelligence is concentrated. SIP places most of the intelligence at the end points of the system. MGCP places the intelligence at the network components. H.323 places intelligence everywhere. like the SAP, SDP and MGCP(MEGACO) to provide a broader range of VoIP services. The SIP architecture is similar to HTTP (clientserver protocol) architecture. It comprises requests that are sent from the SIP user client to the SIP Server. The Server processes the request and responds to the client. A request message, together with the associated response messages makes a SIP transaction. SIP is an application-level protocol, i.e., it is decoupled from the protocol layer that it's transported across. Using TCP allows use of secure socket slayer(SSL)/transport layer security(TLS) providing more security where as, UDP allows for faster, lower latency, connections. SIP depends on Session Description Protocol (SDP) for negotiation of session parameters such as codec identification and media. It supports user mobility through proxy servers and redirecting requests to the user's currently registered location.The SIP architectureas shown in figure(3) specifies two components: user agents and servers. A SIP User Agent is an end system acting on behalf of the user. The UA software contains client and server components. User Agent Client(UAC) is the user client portion, which is used to initiate a SIP request to the SIP servers or the UAS, whereas User Agent Server(UAS) is the user server portion that listens and responds to SIP requests. SIP Servers provide SIP call setup and services. Registration Server receives and authenticates registration requests from SIP users and updates their current location with itself. Proxy Server receives SIP requests and forwards them to the next-hop server, which has more information of the called party. Redirect Server resolves information for the UA client. On receipt of the SIP request, it determines the next-hop server and returns the address of the next-hop server to the client instead of forwarding the request to the next-hop server itself (as in the case of SIP proxy). The endpoints begin by connecting with a proxy and/or redirect server which resolves the destination number into an IP address. It then returns that information to the originating endpoint which is responsible for transmitting the message directly to the destination. A security advantage of SIP is that it uses one port.
Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP):
MGCP exploded H.323's gatekeeper model and removed the signaling control from the gateway, putting it in a media gateway controller or soft-switch. This device would control multiple media gateways. A Media Gateway executes commands sent by the centralized Media Gateway Controller (MGC) and is designed to convert data between PSTN to IP, PSTN to ATM, ATM to IP, and also IP to IP, thus providing mechanisms to interconnect with other VoIP networks. MGCP defines the communication between "Call Agents" (call control elements or MGCs) and gateways as shown in figure(4). It is a control protocol that monitors the events on IP phones and gateways and instructs them to send media to specified addresses. These Call agents are assumed to have synchronized with each other and they issue coherent commands to the gateways under their control. The issued commands are executed by the gateways in a master/slave manner. MGCP defines the concepts of "Endpoints" and "Connections" to describe and establish voice paths between two participants. Similarly, it has defined "Events" and "Signals" to describe set-up or teardown of sessions.
VoIP Security Threat Scenarios:
A VoIP deployment faces a variety of threats from different networking layers and areas of trust from within the network. constraints, potential solutions are increasing the bandwidth and/or isolating the VoIP traffic so that it gets service first. Various methods of ensuring servers don't stop working, such as fail-over methods like clustering, can help reduce DoS from failing components. Each component of the VoIP system offered by the vendor, should be evaluated, removing those that are unnecessary. Server size should be planned such that all desired vendor services and expected traffic can be supported,adding some percentage for expected growth. Defense against DoS attacks of public server scan best be done by locating the device with the public available IP addresses behind a firewall or other device that only allows communication from trusted sources. Also, harden the operating systems in use, removing all unnecessary services and applications from the servers and workstations, patching, etc.
• Availability : VoIP networks face a serious risk of availability. The availability risk result from availability-based attacks against protocols, endpoints, network servers, and the kind of attacks designed to reduce the quality of speech or that target simple equipment malfunction(s). The main risk and one that is even more basic is the lack of electricity to power endpoints and other elements making up a VoIP network or infrastructure. Physical Access : Physical access to the network or to some network component(s) is usually regarded as an end-of-game scenario, a potential for total compromise in VoIP .For example ,if a malicious party is able to gain unauthorized physical access to the wire connecting a subscriber's IP Phone to its network switch, the attacker will be able to place calls at the expense of the legitimate subscriber while continuing to let the subscriber place calls at the same time. With the PSTN, a similar scenario would unveil the malicious party when the legitimate subscriber took the handset off hook Attacks against the underlying VoIP devices' Operating System: VoIP devices such as IP phones, Call Manager, Gateways, and Proxy servers inherit the same vulnerabilities of the operating system or firmware they run on top of. For instance, the Cisco Call Manager is typically installed on Windows 2000 and the Avaya CallManager onLinux. There are hundreds of remotely exploitable vulnerabilities in flavors of Windows and Linux operating systems for which there are numerous "pointand-shoot" exploits freely available for download on the Internet. No matter how secure an actual VoIP application happens to be, this becomes irrelevant if the underlying operating system is compromised
Insecure VoIP:
The Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) is an application that meets the challenges of combining legacy voice networks and packet networks by allowing both voice and signaling information to be transported over the packet network. VoIP is the technique VoIP transmission addresses some challenging processing in order to raise the quality up to regular wired phone lines. Indeed, as the Internet was originally designed for data transfer, it has inherent Impairments such as packet loss and delay variation which can directly impact the quality of voice calls. As VoIP is a typical real-time application, the Real Time Protocol (RTP) was introduced by IETF in 1989 in an attempt to overcome the IP constraint. RTP came up with its dual protocol for control such as RTCP. Over years,RTP has proven its ability to support VoIP calls.However, as RTP was not designed to address any secure request, it is completely vulnerable to Eaves dropping and attacks as shown in Figure (6) . Hence, any VoIP communication can be vulnerable to spying or voice data corrupting attack Encryption is the key feature for VoIP to empower its security to achieve confidential and authenticated calls.
Encryption basis:
Encryption is based on mathematical theorems related to the Number Theory and the Combinatorial Analysis. They are the common root foundations of all encryption algorithms. This pool of techniques Determine both voice and data information security. Encryption algorithms have been developed for Many years and their efficiency keep improving over time. This paper will describe later the main algorithms deployed to date and used for secured voice.Cryptography is usually referred to as "the study of secret", while nowadays is most attached to the definition of encryption. Encryption is the process of converting plain text "unhidden" to a cryptic text "hidden" to secure it against data thieves. This process has another part where cryptic text needs to be decrypted on the other end to be understood. Figure(7) shows the simple flow of commonly used encryption algorithms. As defined cryptographic system is "a set of cryptographic algorithms together with the key management processes that support use of the Algorithms in some application context." This definition defines the whole mechanism that provides the necessary level of security comprised of network protocols and data Encryption algorithms.
The Data Encryption Standard (DES)
was created by the IBM Corp. it is a 64-bit block cipher Algorithm. However, DES is considered today to have some security weaknesses. Today, DES is mentioned more for backward compatibility than for regular usage. encryption/decryption speed.As the importance and the value of exchanged data over the Internet or other media types are increasing,the search for the best solution to offer the necessary protection against the data thieves' attacks along with providing these services under timely manner is one of the most active subjects in the security related communities.This paper tries to present a fair comparison between the most common and used algorithms in the data encryption field. Since our main concern here is the performance of these algorithms under different settings, the presented comparison takes into Consideration the behavior and the performance of the algorithm when different data loads are used Cryptography Goals This section explains the five main goals behind using Cryptography.Every security system must provide a bundle of security functions that can assure the secrecy of the system. These functions are usually referred to as the goals of the security system. These goals can be listed under the following five main categories: Authentication: This means that before sending and receiving data using the system, the receiver and sender identity should be verified. Secrecy or Confidentiality: Usually this function (feature) is how most people identify a secure system. It means that only the authenticated people are able to interpret the message (date) content and no one else. Integrity: Integrity means that the content of the communicated data is assured to be free from any type of modification between the end points (sender and receiver). The basic form of integrity is packet check sum in IPv4 packets.
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Non-Repudiation:
This function implies that neither the sender nor the receiver can falsely deny that they have sent a certain message. Service Reliability and Availability: Since secure systems usually get attacked by intruders, which may affect their availability and type of service to their users. Such systems should provide a way to grant their users the quality of service they expect.
Block Ciphers and Stream Ciphers
One of the main categorization methods for encryption techniques commonly used is based on the form of the input data they operate on. The two types are Block Cipher and Stream Cipher. This section discusses the main features in the two types, operation mode, and compares between them in terms of security and performance.
Block Cipher
Before starting to describe the key characteristics of block cipher, the definition of cipher word must be presented. "A cipher is an algorithm for performing encryption (reverse is decryption) . In this method data is encrypted and decrypted if data is in from of blocks. In its simplest mode, you divide the plain text into blocks which are then fed into the cipher system to produce blocks of cipher text.ECB (Electronic Codebook Mode) is the basic form of clock cipher where data blocks are encrypted directly to (10)In this type of encryption, the sender and the receiver agree on a secret (shared) key.Then they use this secret key to encrypt and decrypt their sent messages.Node A and B first agree on the encryption Technique to be used in encryption and decryption of communicated data. Then they agree on the secret key that both of them will use in this connection.After the encryption setup finishes, node A starts sending its data encrypted with the shared key, on the other side node B uses the same key to decrypt the encrypted The main concern behind symmetric encryption is how to share the secret key securely between the two peers. If the key gets known for any reason, the whole system collapses.The key management for this type of encryption is troublesome, especially if a unique secret key is used for each peer-to-peer connection, then the total number of secret keys to be saved and managed for nnodes will be n(n-1)/2.
Asymmetric Encryption
As shown in Figure( 11) Asymmetric encryption is the other type of encryption where two keys are used. To explain more, what Key1 can encrypt only Key2 can decrypt, and vice versa. It is also known as Public Key Cryptography (PKC), because users tend to use two keys: public key, which is known to the public,and private key which is known only to the user. Figure illustrates the use of the two keys between node A and node B. After agreeing on the type of encryption to be used in the connection,node B sends its public key to node A. Node A uses the received public key to encrypt its messages.Then when the encrypted messages arrive, node B uses its private key to decrypt them.problem of managing secret keys.But on the other hand, this unique feature of public key encryption makes it mathematically more prone to attacks. Moreover, asymmetric encryption techniques are almost 1000 times slower than symmetric techniques, because
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Compared Algorithms
This section intends to give the readers the necessary background to understand the key Differences between the compared algorithms. Standard) ,was the first encryption standard to be recommended DES became a standard in 1974. Since that time, many attacks and methods recorded that exploit the weaknesses of DES, which made it an insecure block cipher.
DES: (Data Encryption
3DES:
As an enhancement of DES, the3DES (Triple DES) encryption standard was proposed. In this standard the encryption method is similar to the one in original DES but applied 3 times to increase the encryption level. But it is a known fact that 3DES is Slower than other block cipher methods. AES: (Advanced Encryption Standard), is the new encryption standard recommended by NIST to replace DES. Rijndael (pronounced Rain Doll) algorithm was selected in 1997 after a competition to select the best encryption standard. Brute force attack is the only Effective attack known against it, in which the attacker tries to test all the characters combinations to unlock the encryption. Both AES and DES are block ciphers. Blowfish: It is one of the most common public domain encryption algorithms provided by Bruce Schneier -one of the world's leading cryptologists,and the president of Counterpane Systems, a consulting firm specializing in cryptography and computer security.Blowfish is a variable length key, 64-bit block cipher. The Blowfish algorithm was first introduced in 1993.This algorithm can be optimized in hardware applications though it's mostly used in software applications. Though it suffers from weak keys problem, no attack is known to be successful against it .In this section a brief description of the compared encryption algorithms have been introduced. This introductions to each algorithm are to provided the minimum information to distinguish the main differences between them.To give more prospective about the performance of the compared algorithms, this section discusses the results obtained from other resources.One of the known cryptography libraries is Crypto++ . Crypto++ Library is a free C++ class library of cryptographic schemes. Currently the library consists of the following, some of which are other people's code, repackaged into classes. Table 1 Comparison results using Crypto++ The popular secret key algorithms including DES,3DES, AES (Rijndael), Blowfish, were implemented, and their performance was compared by encrypting input files of varying contents and sizes. The algorithms were implemented in a uniform language (Java), using their standard specifications, and were tested on two different hardware platforms, to compare their performance. Tables 2 and 3 show the results of their experiments,where they have conducted it on two different machines: P-II 266 MHz and P-4 2.4 GHz. Table 2 Comparative execution times (in seconds) of encryption algorithms in ECB mode on a P-II 266 MHz machine Table 3 Comparative execution times (in seconds) of encryption algorithms in ECB mode on a P-4 2.4 GHz machine .From the results it is easy to observe that Blowfish has an advantage over other algorithms in terms of throughput between the algorithms in stream mode using CBC, but since this paper is more focused on block cipher the results were omitted.The results showed that Blowfish has a very good performance compared to other algorithms. Also it showed that AES has a better performance than 3DES and DES.Amazingly it shows also that 3DES has almost 1/3 throughput of DES, or in other words it needs 3 times than DES to process the same amount of data.encryption algorithms implemented inside .NET framework. Their results are close to the ones shown in Figure(12 Rijndael Managed respectively. There is only a pure managed implementation of Rijndael available in System.Security.Cryptography, which was used in the tests.
Hardware Implementation:
Connection between two PC's Figure(14 he MIC take the input signal and convert it from analog to digital as a stream of data that save in the first SAPI object (SAPI x1).
There is a stream of data coming from the second SAPI object (SAPI x2) that convert from digital to analog in the speaker. connection point that support H.323 then find a port to connect through. Performance : It has been tested by using time counters in the program that the call initialization and key exchange to bring up a session key has taken (1 msec ) while the call establishment using a secured layer based on BLOWFISH algorithm has taken around (37 msec) which is very convenient for a VOIP call to be done with the best QOS . 
Conclusions:
The results show that the Blowfish has a better performance than Other common encryption algorithms . Since the Blowfish has not shown yet any known security Weakness so far, which makes it an excellent candidate to be considered as a standard encryption algorithm.AES showed poor performance results compared to other Algorithms since it requires more processing power. Using CBC mode has added extra Processing time, but overall it was relatively negligible especially for certain application That requires more secure encryption to a relatively large data blocks.
